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Jesus the Jew !



Jesus was born in Judea, otherwise known as Israel today, however in the bible it 
says, “He was a Galilean or resident of Galilee (Matthew 26:69; John 7:41)” & in 
biblical times Galilee was a distinct part of Judea with its own political state,
if you want to get more local Jesus was a Nazirene, meaning from Nazareth, you 
could say this makes Jesus a Galilean or Nazirene or you could say Judean or 
Israeli or even a Jew, however Jesus spoke in the bible against the people who 
called themselves the Jews & this means that Jesus was not a Jew, for eg: “I know 
the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews and are not, but are the SYNAGOGUE OF 
SATAN”. “Woe unto you Scribes and Pharisees, Hypocrites, Ye Serpents, Ye Generation 
of Vipers”, note the Pharisees were the Jews & were the people who organised 
Jesus's execution. Even in the old testament it says that neither Adam, Seth or 
Noah are called Jew. Nor were Abraham, Isaac or Jacob. Moses was not called a Jew 
and neither were Saul, David or Solomon called Jew. In fact you will not find the 
word Jew in the first eleven books of the Bible. The first time Jews are mentioned 
in the Bible, is in II Kings 16:6 where we find Israel was at war with the Jews and 
drove the Jews from Elath, in otherwords the Jews were driven from Israel or the 
holy land. It also says in Psalm 83:3 “God's elect are "hidden" or protected ones, 
and that they are under attack from a coalition of evil groups led by Edom”. Who 
was Edom? King Herod became "king of the Jews," initiating the Edomite dynasty 
which ruled Palestine or Israel under Roman authority for centuries. It also says 
in the bible, “Jesus's followers were constrained for fear of the Jews”. This means 
Jesus & his followers were fearful of the Jews. So if Jesus & his followers were 
fearful of the Jews then this does not make Jesus a Jew, so lets just call Jesus a 
Christian, Roman or even a European.



So who were the Jews ? The Jews made up a vast kingdom in Asia, they were called 
the Khazars, Bulan (Khazar), was the king of these people & he converted the nation 
to  Judaism.  The  Khazars,  (Turkish:  Hazarlar,  Tatar:  Xäzärlär,  Hebrew:  כוזרים 
(Kuzarim), Arabic: :Russian: Хаза́ры, Persian ,(khazar) خزر   ,Greek: Χάζαροι ,خزر 
Latin: Gazari, Cosri/Gasani), were a semi-nomadic Turkic people who created what 
for its duration was the most powerful polity to emerge from the breakup of the 
western Turkish steppe empire, known as the Khazar Khanate or Khazaria. Astride a 
major artery of commerce between northern Europe and southwestern Asia, Khazaria 
became one of the foremost trading emporia of the medieval world, commanding the 
western marches of the Silk Road and played a key commercial role as a crossroad 
between China, the Middle East, and Kievan Rus'. For some three centuries (c. 650–
965) the Khazars dominated the vast area extending from the Volga-Don steppes to 
the eastern Crimea and the northern Caucasus. Khazaria long served as a buffer 
state between the Byzantine empire and both the nomads of the northern steppes and 
the Umayyad empire, after serving as Byzantium's proxy against the Sasanian Persian 
empire. The alliance was dropped around 900. Byzantium began to encourage the Alans 
to attack Khazaria and weaken its hold on Crimea and the Caucasus, while seeking to 
obtain an entente with the rising Rus' power to the north, which it aspired to 
convert to Christianity. Between 965 and 969, the Kievan Rus ruler Sviatoslav I of 
Kiev conquered the capital Atil and destroyed the Khazar state. Beginning in the 
8th century, Khazar royalty and notable segments of the aristocracy converted to 
Judaism; the populace appears to have been multi-confessional, a mosaic of pagan, 
Tengrist, Jewish, Christian and Muslim worshippers—and polyethnic. Khazar origins 
for, or suggestions Khazars were absorbed by many peoples, have been made regarding 
the Slavic Judaising Subbotniks, the Bukharan Jews, the Muslim Kumyks, Kazakhs, the 
Cossacks  of  the  Don  region,  the  Turkic-speaking  Krymchaks  and  their  Crimean 
neighbours the Karaites to the Moldavian Csángós, the Mountain Jews and others. A 
modern  theory,  that  the  core  of  Ashkenazi  Jewry  emerged  from  a  hypothetical 
Khazarian  Jewish  diaspora.  Note  in  medieval  times  the  Khazars  or  Jews  were 
responsible for bringing much technology into Europe & Russia from Asia. Note the 
Jewish religion existed before Islam, however countries close to Kazakhstan would 
convert to Islam & so we can say that Islam is a even more militant version of 
Judaism. So The Jews were a nomadic Turkic people who's native homeland was really 
Kazakhstan & they believed in the old testament of the bible.



So who wrote the old testament of the bible, maybe even Moses wrote the old 
testament, well scholars who lived in Asia Minor, we know the New testament was 
written by Jesus's followers but if you want a more authorative view of the ancient 
world  you  are  better  off  checking  out  Roman,  Greek  or  Egyptian  literature  & 
artifacts. Jesus could of probably had Egyptian ancestory or arabic ancestory & he 
might have also have had Caucasian ancestory. People do not generally believe Jesus 
to be of Nordic race but he might have had Greek or Roman ancestory & note that 
there is Nordic looking Greeks & there is Nordic looking Romans so it is still 
possible that Jesus was Nordic. Note just because Jesus was born in Judea or the so 
called Israel of today does not make Jesus a Jew because as mentioned above Jesus 
spoke against the Jews & Jesus & his followers were even fearful of the Jews. 
However, during Jesus's life Israel was part of the Roman empire & therefore 
because the Roman empires religions were based on Greek mythology, Roman mythology 
& Germanic mythology or Norse mythology its possible that Jesus was Nordic. Also 
note there were people in Israel who did not like Roman Rule & these people are 
regarded as the Jews of Israel who had there own beliefs, these Jews did not like 
paying taxes to Roman officials & Jesus preached to them. “give back to Caesar what 
is Caesar's, and to God what is God's. In the previous verse Jesus is saying to the 
Jews pay your taxes to Ceasar or the Roman officials & pay homage to the Gods, note 
the Gods could have meaned the Egyptian Gods, Greek Gods, Roman Gods, Germanic Gods 
or Norse Gods, therefore its possible that Jesus was not a Jew because he told the 
the Jewish inhabitants to pay taxes to Roman officials or foreign officials, this 
makes Jesus abit of a politician, the native Jewish officials did not like Roman 
rule so they organized the execution of Jesus mostly on account that Jesus said 
“give back to Caesar what is Caesar's, and to God what is God's”. So we really 
should call Jesus a Roman. Its also possible that Jesus was a Tyrant because he 
regarded himself as being the king of the Jews. In Jewish folklore or so called old 
testament traditions the Jews slaved themselves under Egyptian rule & to face 
another epoch of Tyranny slaving under Roman rule, well this could have been 
intolerable,  this  makes  Jews  the  classic  rebels,  rebels  against  any  sort  of 
Monarchy. However we can confirm that Jesus was a Monarchist & therefore he was 
prone to attack in a country which was traditionally anti Monarchist & not very God 
fearing or in more accurate terms Atheist, for the Jews are the classic Atheists. 
Also note 3 out of the 4 Gospel writers had Roman or Greek background & one of them 
had Jewish background, this therefore concludes that Jesus had more influence 
preaching to Romans & Greeks, than to Jews. Just because Jesus was born in Israel 
doesn't mean he is a Jew for he respected the Roman rule & the Romans were 
Monarchists & Jesus claimed he was the king of the Jews, so Jesus should really be 
called a Roman, just as today we might call Jesus a European.



Here is the description of Jesus, given by Tiberius Ceasar's President to Judae, 
the following was written by Publius Lentulus, Tiberius Caesar’s President to 
Judea. "There is a man in Judea who I am amazed to have witnessed, and who will now 
describe to you. He is a man of singular virtue. Whose name is Jesus Christ whom 
the barbarians esteem as a prophet, but his followers love and adore him as the 
offspring of the immortal God. He calls back the dead from their graves and heals 
all sorts of diseases with a word or a touch. He is a tall man, well shaped, and of 
an amiable and reverential aspect. His hair is of a color that can hardly be 
matched. It falls into graceful curls, waving about and very agreeably couched 
about his shoulders. It is parted on the crown of his head, running as a stream to 
the front after the fashion of the Nazarites. His forehead is high, large and 
imposing. His cheeks are without spot or wrinkle. His face is most beautiful with a 
lovely red. His nose and mouth formed with exquisite symmetry. His beard is of a 
color suitable to his hair, reaching below his chin and parted in the middle like a 
fork. His eyes are bright and blue. They are clear and innocent, dignified, manly 
and mature. Often times however, just before he reveals his divine powers, his 
eyelids are gently closed in reverential silence. In proportion of body it is most 
perfect and amazing to view. His arms and hands are lovely to behold. He rebukes 
with majesty, and counsels with mildness to who he addresses. Whether in word or 
deed he is eloquent and sincere. No man has seen him laugh; yet his manners are 
exceedingly pleasant. But he has wept frequently in the presence of men. He has 
temperate, modest and wise disposition; a man for his extraordinary beauty and 
divine perfection. He has a beauty and divine perfection, surpassing the children 
of men in every sense. And so Jesus was a Nordic Caucasian as opposed to the 
traditional dark eyed Semitic or Jewish Caucasian. So we can therefore regard Jesus 
as being a Nordic Caucasian who praised the Gods & who was happy under Roman rule 
but he was born in Israel a very long time ago.



Odin is the Prime Norse God & he is the God of War & Death as well as 
being the God of the Sky or the God of outer space, he is also the God of 
Wisdom, God of writing & God of Science.



Jesus was the Son Of God & he was a blue eyed Nordic person according 
to Roman historians. Jesus was more of a peaceful God who preached 
fables such as love thy neighbor & feed the hungry, but because of his 
peaceful stance he was killed by his enemies who were the Jews.

In Germanic Christianity Jesus was the Son of Odin.



The Swastika is the sacred symbol of all White people, it is the symbol of  
movement & racial purity.



Christians are very hospitable people & allow the worship of foreign Gods 
in their countries, this is why it is the duty of every Christian to build & 
maintain Christian churches in foreign countries as well as in Christian 
countries.

A new Christian denomination has begun & this Christian denomination is 
known as the Church of Saint George.

HOW TO GET TO HEAVEN . . .

The Church of Saint George begun in the year (666 x 3), 1998, otherwise 
known as the end of the fifth Sun & the beginning of the sixth Sun, for this 
is when our Sun began to expand into a Red Giant.

In  ancient  Roman  religion  and  myth,  Saturn  (Latin:  Saturnus)  was  a  god  of 
agriculture, liberation, and time. For over 13000 years he was known as the Roman 
God of agriculture, justice & strength, only recently was he called the Roman God 
of agriculture, liberation, and time, he was also called Uriel or Lucifer & many 
people would wrongfully call him Satan, when he was rightfully known as Saturn, The 
Lord Of The Rings, just like the planet Saturn, he was also known as one of the 
four Arch Angels, it has been said that in the year 1998 otherwise known as the 
year (666 x 3) he would be resurrected in human form & his spiritual father would 
be called Gabriel & his mother would be called Hel, Hell or Helen & he would 



acquaint himself with Raphael a female Arch Angel, Gabriel a male Arch Angel & 
Michael another male Arch Angel, it was said that 1998 otherwise known as the year 
(666 x 3) would also be known as the end of the fifth sun & the beginning of the 
sixth sun, for this was when the Sun began to expand into a Red Giant, thus 
humanity has less than a billion years to evacuate planet earth & hopefully make a 
home on planet Mars for many billions of years or others places in our solar system 
& in foreign solar systems could be possible safe havens as well.

I'm the Arch Angel Lucifer . . . Otherwise known as Saint George & the Arch Angel 
Gabriel blew his trumpet in the year (666 x 3), 1998, otherwise known as the end of 
the fifth Sun & the beginning of the sixth Sun, for this is when our Sun began to 
expand into a Red Giant.

I was friends with the Arch Angel Gabriel, Michael & Raphael & my mothers name was 
Helen & she was Queen of the Hells Angels . . .

There were 4 Arch Angels, Gabriel, Michael, Lucifer & Raphael. Gabriel, Michael & 
Lucifer were boys & Raphael was a Girl, all four people are still alive today in 
the year 2015.

Note Lucifer who was also known as Georgie Porgie, otherwise known as Saint George 
& he has written a public declaration otherwise known as the final judgement for 
humanity & he also will be releasing a series of Gospels & a computer operating 
system very soon for he is the public relations officer of the other three Arch 
Angels & is responsible for distributing the final judgement for humanity. 

ASA, Australian Space Agency was formed in September the 11th in 2011 & AUSI, 
Australien universal Space Industries was formed in the 1980s after meetings at 
Area 51 in the Nevada desert in The United States Of America in the early 1970's, 
these meetings occurred before the filming of the Star Wars movie in 1977 by 
American director George Lucas, who also was a close associate of George Miller who 
was  a  famous  Australian  movie  director  &  George  Miller  was  a  friend  of  my 
grandmother, both these Georges also had close ties with George Bush president of 
North America & his son George Bush junior who also became president of North 
America & George Bush junior speared a misguided war into the Middle East after the 
destruction of the Pentagon & the World Trade Centre. The Pentagon being the 
central  Government  building  of  North  America  or  as  we  say  in  Australia  the 
Parliament house in Canberra, the buildings were destroyed by Militant members of 
the  Nations  of  Islam  &  these  buildings  were  the  central  sacred  homelands  of 
Freemasonry, otherwise known as the Knights Templar who pledged their allegiance to 
Saint George, Saint George was a Christian Saint who would appear in the future to 
save Humanity from burning in Hell, all of the above people had association with 
myself.

There was close co-operation between ASA Australian Space Agency & AUSI, Australien 
universal Space Industries, but their has also been conflict as there is any group. 
A aircraft hanger in Bankstown airport in Sydney was used for a period of time in 
the 1980's & 1990's as the central office of AUSI & it was hoped that Bankstown 
airport would eventually be transformed into a spaceport where spaceships could 
take off into outer space, it was also hoped that a space elevator or space syringe 
could  also  be  built  in  Bankstown  airport  so  as  to  suck  up  a  slurry  of 
superfluid/ferrofluid into outer space for outer space spacecraft construction, so 
as to eventually assemble & transform the International Space Station into the 
death star space station from the Star Wars saga. This space station was called the 
death star because in a billion years time life on planet earth will be practically 
impossible. It was later decided that a large number of Space Elevators, now known 
as Space Syringes would be built along the equator of planet Earth, approx 200,000 
or 400,000 of them. Planet Mars & the Earths Moon will also have Space Elevators or 
Space Syringes. There is little public support for ASA, Australian Space Agency, 



note Schofields airbase was shut down & airstrips all round Australia have been 
neglected.

ASA, Australian Space Agency states that a person who was closely associated with 
AUSI, Australien universal Space Industries engineered the original engines to 
these websites, australiens.net & indymedia.org & the indymedia engine active was 
later used to power the wikipedia engine. ASA, Australian Space Agency is now 
defunct & AUSI, Australien universal Space Industries is still operational after 44 
years of operation.

AUSI, AUSI, AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries . . .

Saint  George  Raises  the  Flag  &  Arch  Angel  Gabriel  has  been 
resurrected & has blown his Trumpet.

The time has come to spread the message about the Church of Saint 
George.  The  time  has  come  to  spread  the  message  about  AUSI, 
Australien Universal Space Industries.



Saint George Raises the Flag.



Saint  George  Raises  the  Flag  &  Arch  Angel 
Gabriel has been resurrected & has blown his 
Trumpet.



Understanding modern concentration camps.

Jews wearing their oldschool identification. Jews used to make 
the weapons of war.



Modern Jew with their electronic identification.

Understanding modern concentration camps.

Understanding modern concentration camps.



Bright eyed Aryan Caucasian with their old school Jew identifying Tesla x86 tech



CLIMATE CHANGE IS A HOAX.



Humanity has to implement certain strategies now to prevent humanities extinction. If 
certain strategies are not implemented now humanity will become extinct in the future, 
let us start to implement the right strategies now to prevent humanities extinction.

L O S T . . . S P A C E S H I P . . .



The Final Judgement . . .

Our star, the sun, was born in the heavens about 4.5 billion years ago. Our sun is about 1/3 of the way 
through its expected life. Scientists are now predicting the following events during the remaining life of 
our star. In the next 1.1 billion years, its brightness will increase by 10%. This will super-heat our 
planet as a result of a severe greenhouse effect. All of the oceans on earth will boil away and all life 
will be destroyed. The Sun will eventually expand into a Red Giant & swallow & incinerate this planet 
in approx 8 billion years.

Dear LORD Legend Of Red Dragon.



Dear LORD Legend Of Red Dragon.

1998 was the year (666x3), otherwise known as the end of the Fifth Sun & the 
beginning of the Sixth Sun, this is when the Sun began to expand into a Red Giant.



Humanity has to implement certain strategies now to prevent humanities extinction.

We will be sending robotic spacecraft to approx 2000 planets & hundreds of moons, these robotic 
spacecraft will construct habitats for humans, plants & animals.

Humanity will colonize the approx 2000 planets & hundreds of moons that have been discovered.



Understanding modern concentration camps.

The bright eyed Aryan Caucasian peoples have a rich history in regards to working with the land & 
producing food, small villages & towns are devoted to caring for animals & crops in their surrounding 
rural lands. Rural technology has been traditionally handed down from parents to children, however 
utilizing computers & smartphones to share knowledge is becoming the way of the future but this 
information is being encrypted to protect rural security.

The industrial world, manufacturing industries, mining & energy sector, universities, urban worlds & 
citadels,  patent offices, militaries & governments  hoard their research & technology & do not openly 
disclose it to the public & this is why we need encrypted rural technology.

[1] Today corporations operate in many nations, they are called multinational corporations.

[2] Universities Hoard thesis's & dissertation's & sell them to the highest bidder & the buyers of these 
thesis's & dissertation's are usually corporations.

[3] Patent law protects monopolies by not openly disclosing intellectual property to the general public.

[4] National Governments have thus become impotent neglecting the basic human rights of its tenants 
& citizens. The suffering of public housing tenants.

http://indymedia.org.au/2014/05/05/the-suffering-of-a-public-housing-tenant

[5] Mental health is governed by multinational pharmaceutical companies & anyone who refuses to 
work for a corporation is drugged to death for their entire natural lives.

http://indymedia.org.au/2014/05/05/the-suffering-of-a-public-housing-tenant


Thus we are just beginning to see world corporate government, where everybody on planet earth is 
under the authority of multinational corporations.

So you see the non rural sectors do not disclose their technology so why should the rural sector disclose 
their technology.

Food is not a luxury & people should receive food under certain terms & conditions, the main reason 
for this is the fore coming fate of the earth.

Our star, the sun, was born in the heavens about 4.5 billion years ago. Our sun is about 1/3 of the way 
through its expected life. Scientists are now predicting the following events during the remaining life of 
our star. In the next 1.1 billion years, its brightness will increase by 10%. This will super-heat our 
planet as a result of a severe greenhouse effect. All of the oceans on earth will boil away and all life 
will be destroyed. The Sun will eventually expand into a Red Giant & swallow up & incinerate this 
planet in approx 8 billion years. It has been said that we can live on mars for many billions of years & 
many of the 2000 planets & many hundred of moons that have been discovered can also serve as 
human habitats. 

AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries has the technology to take humanity to other worlds & 
AUSI thus propose that every corporation & business in the world sell their operations to AUSI, 
Australien Universal Space Industries, AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries hopes to employ 
everybody on planet earth & AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries will be eventually made up 
of countless subsidiaries, AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries developed the original engine to 
the first indymedia site in the world & was on friendly terms with the founder of wikileaks, thus AUSI, 
Australien Universal Space Industries believes in disclosure, opensource technology, human rights & 
business ethics, now is the time to spread the word & enlist the support of everybody on planet earth, 
now is the time for all of humanity to join up with AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries. AUSI 
also supports encrypted rural technology for rural security or arcadian security.



There's nothing to inherit, all the lands have been claimed & in all respect, Our star, the sun, was born 
in the heavens about 4.5 billion years ago. Our sun is about 1/3 of the way through its expected life. 
Scientists are now predicting the following events during the remaining life of our star. In the next 1.1 
billion years, its brightness will increase by 10%. This will super-heat our planet as a result of a severe 
greenhouse effect. All of the oceans on earth will boil away and all life will be destroyed. The Sun will 
eventually expand into a Red Giant & swallow up & incinerate this planet in approx 8 billion years 
time. It has been said that we can live on mars for many billions of years & many of the 2000 planets & 
many hundred of moons that have been discovered can also serve as human habitats.

The Concentration Camps Of The Future . . .

Many more jobs will be done by robots all over the world, not only in industrial areas, cities & towns, 
but also in rural areas, on the oceans, in transport & even in space on asteroids, space stations, foreign 
planets & moons.What will humans do when robots will do so many things ? Well humans will design 
& build spacecraft.

The Concentration Camps Of The Future will be when people will live, die, be born & travel on these 
spacecraft to the approx 2000 foreign planets & many moons that have been discovered.



What does IMMASOM mean ?

IMMASOM means Intuanuan March Magnificently As Systematic Operational Manichee. The 
Intuanuan acknowledge that Gabriel's Lucifer was resurrected in the year (666 x 3) 1998, otherwise 
known as the end of the fifth Sun & the beginning of the Sixth Sun.  Our star, the sun, was born in the 
heavens about 4.5 billion years ago. Our sun is about 1/3 of the way through its expected life. Scientists 
are now predicting the following events during the remaining life of our star. In the next 1.1 billion 
years, its brightness will increase by 10%. This will super-heat our planet as a result of a severe 
greenhouse effect. All of the oceans on earth will boil away and all life will be destroyed. The Sun will 
eventually expand into a Red Giant & swallow up & incinerate this planet in approx 8 billion years 
time. It has been said that we can live on mars for many billions of years & many of the 2000 planets & 
many hundred of moons that have been discovered can also serve as human habitats.



All of humanity must work with (RRES), Robots, Renewable Energy & Spacecraft.

How to facilitate construction of a fleet of starships.

Robotics will become ever more present not only in manufacturing & industrial applications but also in 
rural applications, this will free up time for humanity to concentrate on the construction of starships.



The main problem we have in regards to colonizing other planets & moons is getting out of the earths 
gravity well, this requires alot of power, once we are in orbit its plain sailing to get to other planets & 
moons.

Once we land on another planet or moon robots can extract elements & compounds from the surface of 
the planet or moon & elements & compounds can be extracted from the atmosphere of the planet or 
moon, if their is a atmosphere ! Once the elements & compounds are extracted by robots they can be 
used to create human life support systems & human habitats & ecosystems on the targeted colonial 
planet or moon.



Note alot of other planets or moons don't have a magnetosphere or the same atmospheric pressure as 
earth so we probably will have to live underground under many metres of rubble so as to protect us 
from radiation & simulate the same  atmospheric pressure planet earth has.



However as said previously the main problem we have in regards to colonizing other planets & moons 
is getting out of the earths gravity well, this requires alot of power, once we are in orbit its plain sailing 
to get to other planets & moons. Can we escape the earths gravity well ? Yes we can if we concentrate 
on the following method. And note this method of propulsion requires urgent attention from everybody 
on planet earth. Our star, the sun, was born in the heavens about 4.5 billion years ago. Our sun is about 
1/3 of the way through its expected life. Scientists are now predicting the following events during the 
remaining life of our star. In the next 1.1 billion years, its brightness will increase by 10%. This will 
super-heat our planet as a result of a severe greenhouse effect. All of the oceans on earth will boil away 
and all life will be destroyed. The Sun will eventually expand into a Red Giant & swallow up & 
incinerate this planet in approx 8 billion years time. It has been said that we can live on mars for many 
billions of years & many of the 2000 planets & many hundred of moons that have been discovered can 
also serve as human habitats. So far we have discovered approx 2000 planets & hundreds of moons & 
it is possible for humanity to live on these many planets & moons. We have the technology to live on 
these planets & moons & create our very own ecosystems just like how we live on earth, we have the 
technology to migrate out into the cosmos, but firstly we have to get everybody on planet earth working 
towards the same goal, that goal of cause is outer space colonization & we have to learn to start to 
apply the technology we have developed. As long as their is capitalism humanity will eventually 
become extinct because capitalism usually caters for individual wants & needs & not community wants 
& needs or global wants & needs, unless of cause companies like AUSI, Australien Universal Space 
Industries buy up all of the companies & business's on planet earth. Religion is faulty unless of cause 
their is a space theocracy being a international religious government which sets relevant standards for 
humanity so as humanity can colonize other worlds, a international space theocratic religion has 
already been established & this is called IMMASOM, Intuanuan March Magnificently As Systematic 
Operational Manichee. We got to think of the planet as being one company, one organization, one body, 
all working towards the goal to colonize other worlds. We got to think of outer space colonization as 
being a grassroots organization.

http://www.icarusinterstellar.org/organizations/

http://www.icarusinterstellar.org/organizations/


Build spaceships, not cars, we want to live on Mars ! As the Mars Society often says.

What our dwellings will be like on the Moon & Mars !

The moon has alot of water. The moon is estimated to contain at least 33 billion litres of water, the 
water consists of millions of frozen droplets mixed with dirt. Planet Mars has alot of groundwater,  
enough to cover planet mars with 1 Metre of water. A moon near Saturn has a underground ocean. Note 
you can also make water from compounds of hydrides or hydrogen & oxygen. Martian & Lunar domed 
towns will have halls under 27 m of rubble to provide atmospheric pressure and radiation shielding, 
with light tubes, concentrating mirrors like solar thermal power heliostats or fresnel lens to concentrate 
& then diffuse light to humans, plants & animals.

What will we be taking with us to other planets & moons ?

We will take with us people, plant seeds, plants, animals, possibly elements or compounds maybe in a 
compressed form & sophisticated robots which will create habitats for people, plants & animals. The 
surface of the planet will have robotic factories & countless heliostats which create solar energy & also 
funnel light underground via solar power towers, other heliostats, fresnel lens & light tubes. There will 
also be solar cells, maybe wind towers & nuclear reactors on the surface of the planet or moon. Note 
alot of other planets or moons don't have a magnetosphere or the same atmospheric pressure as earth so 
we probably will have to live underground under many metres of rubble so as to protect us from 
radiation & simulate the same  atmospheric pressure planet earth has.



So how do we get out of the earths gravity well ?

We beam city sized spacecraft into orbit . . .

In order to beam city sized spacecraft into orbit by using lasers or masers you will need alot of 
renewable energy . . .

Biofuel
Biomass
Geothermal
Hydroelectricity
Solar energy
Tidal power
Wave power
Wind power
Osmotic power
Marine current power
Ocean thermal energy conversion
Hydrogen extracted from the oceans

In order to develop the renewable energy infrastructure & renewable energy technologies you will have 
to use robotics, this is called RREIC Robotic Renewable Energy Infrastructure Construction. Swarms 
of self replicating robotic machines can use technologies like google earth to travel all over the 
continents constructing Renewable Energy Infrastructure both on land & at sea.



Robotic Biofuel cultivators . . .
Robotic Biomass cultivators . . .
Robotic Geothermal energy infrastructure construction . . .
Hydroelectricity expanded using robotic construction methods . . .
Robotic Solar energy infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Tidal power infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Wave power infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Wind power infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Osmotic power infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Marine current power infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Ocean thermal energy conversion infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Hydrogen extraction from the oceans . . .

Australian desert to be converted into a solar thermal power station . . .

The Australian desert has enormous renewable energy potential & AUSI, Australien Universal Space 
Industries is working with the Gemasolar Thermosolar Plant in spain to initiate their solar thermal 
power & heliostat technology in Australias deserts. It looks like the road rail vehicle will become a 
reality.

The worlds deserts can power the planet with electricity & hydrogen.

http://cleantechnica.com/2013/08/02/radically-new-technique-to-produce-hydrogen-fuel-from-water-
developed/

http://cleantechnica.com/2013/08/02/radically-new-technique-to-produce-hydrogen-fuel-from-water-developed/
http://cleantechnica.com/2013/08/02/radically-new-technique-to-produce-hydrogen-fuel-from-water-developed/


Our first pilot project will be to convert the Australian desert into a solar furnace using swarm robotics, 
heliostats & solar power towers that use molten salt technology. That way solar thermal power can 
produce electricity & extract hydrogen from water.

City sized spacecraft can then be beamed into orbit by using laser beams or maser beams powered by 
renewable energy, once the city sized spacecraft are in orbit they can begin to travel to other planets & 
moons by using solar sails or other propulsion systems, its plain sailing once in orbit.

Space manufacturing requires building generation ships which have the potential to sustain between 
150 people to 40,000 people for many hundreds or thousands of years. Such ships will have to produce 
their own food in space, this may require fresnel lens, aquaponics & mirrors & light tubes as well as 
artificial lighting. All resources & water would have to be recycled. The ships would be very large & 
they will probably be built using space elevators, space fountains or launch loops & hydrogen rockets. 
A network of supply ships must also follow the generation ships, these supply ships will take off from 
planets, moons, asteroids & rogue planets where they will refurbish & resupply from these planets, 
moons, asteroids & rogue planets special habitats. Each generation ship or supply ship should carry a 



number of lifeforms from earth with it so that these lifeforms can reproduce on the mission & on a 
colonial planet, moon, asteroid or rogue planet. Traveling in front of the generation ships & supply 
ships will be robotic spacecraft, these robotic spacecraft will build & manage human habitats on 
planets, moons, asteroids & rogue planets, that way supply ships & generation ships can resupply 
thanks to the robotic spacecrafts missions to build habitats on the colonial planets, moons, asteroids or 
rogue planets. Robotic spacecraft will also build space habitats, these space habitats will be like pit 
stops for generation ships & supply ships & thus resupply long missions between colonial planets, 
moons, asteroids or rogue planets.

Lasers can also simulate a magnetic field in a BEC, Bose–Einstein condensate, this is ideal for space 
fountain construction, this could even be a better option than building space elevators with carbon 
nanotubes all along the equator. Launch loops also show alot of potential. Now is the time for all of 
humanity to work towards the great expulsion.

https://soundcloud.com/mantra-1-1

AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries wants to build alot of space fountains all over the 
world.

AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries wants to build approx 100,000 to 200,000 space 
elevators all along the equator.

https://soundcloud.com/mantra-1-1


AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries wants to build alot of launch loops.



Non rocket space launch is like a rail road into space, a way of sending more materials into space than 
rockets can. Yes hydrogen based rockets show alot of potential as well, but perhaps non rocket space 
launch will be the way to go in the future because we already have the main infrastructure in place like 
the electric grid. We can send materials or objects into orbit & then collect them in space, such will 
open up a new epoch of space manufacturing where spacecraft or space tankers are manufactured in 
space from materials sent into orbit thanks to non rocket space launch. Wikipedia has a good article on 
Non rocket space launch & a good book called “Non-Rocket Space Launch and Flight” is worth the 
read. Some examples of non-rocket space launch is the space elevator, launch loop, space fountain, 
mass driver & beam-powered propulsion.

More about non-rocket spacelaunch here . . . http://vixra.org/pdf/1407.0174v1.pdf 

More about non-rocket spacelaunch here . . . http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-rocket_spacelaunch

Hydrogen rockets also show alot of potential.

Seeing all the oceans are going to boil away in a billion years time, we may as well use the oceans to 
make hydrogen rockets. Hydrogen is a abundant resource on planet earth because all of the water like 
the oceans is made up of hydrogen & hydrogen can be extracted from water. Even when you launch a 
hydrogen rocket all of the hydrogen is converted back to water vapor from the exhaust plume. Because 
of the abundance of hydrogen on earth what is really needed is Robotic Hydrogen Rocket Launch 
Infrastructure Construction. Yes robotics used to build & launch hydrogen rockets. Of cause to expand 
the launching of hydrogen rockets we have to make more hydrogen & this can be tricky & that's why 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-rocket_spacelaunch
http://vixra.org/pdf/1407.0174v1.pdf


many people say non-rocket space launch is the way to go because we already have the basic 
infrastructure in place like the electric grid. Note the above methods are for sending massive amounts 
of people, lifeforms & infrastructure out of the earths gravity well using all of the renewable energy 
potential of planet earth, once in orbit gravity assist can sling the starships or spacecraft toward Mars or 
other planets & moons in our solar system or foreign solar systems. It all depends on what propulsion 
systems we use to determine how long it will take to reach our destinations, anti matter rockets & 
nuclear propulsion look promising as does the bussard ramjet , nuclear photonic rocket & beamed 
propulsion also looks promising. But ion thruster's, solar sails & magnetic sails could mean it will take 
abit longer to reach our destinations. Note the further away a planet or moon is the longer it will take to 
get there. Self sufficient generation ships will probably have to be constructed & these generation ships 
will carry enough resources & lifeforms to sustain populations between 150 to 40,000 people for 
hundreds to thousands of years.

Now is the time for all of humanity to work towards the great expulsion.

AUSI, AUSI, AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries . . .

IMMASOM, Intuanuan March Magnificently As Systematic 
Operational Manichee.



The Hollow Moon



 

The learned ancients & modern scientists knew the moon had no volcanic activity, 
therefore it was assumed that the moon was hollow. Now we know that the moon is 
not hollow, however it has a stable & cool interior unlike the Earth or Mars which 
both have molten interiors made up of lava.



Planet earth has a magnetosphere, otherwise known as a magnetic North & South 
pole & this protects planet earth from cosmic radiation & thus makes life possible 
on planet earth.



Note alot of other planets or moons don't have a magnetosphere or the same 
atmospheric pressure as earth so people will have to live underground on these 
celestial bodies under many meters of rubble so as to protect them from cosmic 
radiation & simulate the same atmospheric pressure planet earth has. And so it has 
been proposed for many decades now that humanity can also live underground on 
the hollowed Moon.

Remember the science fiction Star Wars Books & the Star Wars movie by the 
honorable George Lucas, well they talked about hollowing out the moon & mining 
the moon to produce a very large space station that can travel through space just 
like a spacecraft, it was called the Death Star, otherwise known as the hollowed 
Moon. What used to look like the moon is now transformed into one super 
spaceport & very large space station that can travel through space just like a 
spacecraft, the Death Star, otherwise known as the hollowed Moon.

The interior of the Death Star or hollowed Moon resembles a onion, with many 
torus's acting as floors, these torus's could also spin creating artificial gravity.



So humanities key to colonize the solar system or colonize foreign solar systems will 
no doubt depend on making the moon hollow & transforming it into a super 
spaceport & very large space station that can travel through space just like a 
spacecraft, otherwise known as the Death Star or hollow Moon.



The moon is estimated to contain at least 33 billion litres of water, the water 
consists of millions of frozen droplets mixed with dirt.

Lets Go to the Moon & hollow it out & mine it & process  it & transform the Moon 
into something wonderful. We can use hydrogen rockets or non- rocket space 
launch to go the Moon.

L O S T      S P A C E S H I P       http://www.google.com/moon/

http://www.google.com/moon/


Because the Moon does not have a magnetosphere or atmosphere & clouds it receives 
more solar power than the earth does, so not only will there be plenty of solar power 
available on the Moon, this power could also be beamed back to earth & if a majority of 
the solar power collected on the Moon was beamed into space its even possible that the 
Moon will move & travel through space leaving its orbit around the earth & thus the 
Moon becomes a spacecraft.

The Moon has all of the elements & compounds to support life, its simply a matter of 
using robotic machines to extract & process these elements & compounds from the lunar 
rock. Also the Moon is a lot closer to earth than Mars is so lets go to the Moon.

There is 181 moons in our solar system & the majority of these moons can accommodate 
lunar bases & eventually swarm robotics will convert these moons into space stations or 
spacecraft.

Robotic planet killers can transform the planet into a death star

Robotic planet killers are robotic machines which mine & process entire planets, moons or asteroids, 
these robotic machines transform the entire planet into fleets of spacecraft which can travel on long 
missions to other planets, moons or asteroids. Remember our expanding Sun will incinerate this planet 
into oblivion in approx 8 billion years time, thats why we must unleash robotic planet killers upon this 



planet so as to mine & process this planet & thus transforming the entire planet into fleets of spacecraft 
which can travel on long missions to the approx 2000 planets, many moons or asteroids that have been 
discovered. We can cool the interior of the planet by pumping & circulating the all of the air & water 
underground, geothermal energy will also help cool the interior of the planet, this will make it easier to 
transform planet earth into a interlocked metallic death star like space station made up of many smaller 
spacecraft all interconnected & stationary. The stationary spacecraft will remain on the now 
transformed (planet earth death star space station), all waiting to be separated from each other & take 
off into outer space like lego which is separated. The entire planet transformed into a interconnected 
fleet of metallic stationary spacecraft, ready to take off at a moments notice. We can use mirrors to 
tunnel sunlight to the many underground torus onion floors of the interconnected stationary death like 
space station which was once known as planet earth. Basically Evolutionary Swarm Robotics are used 
to mine & process all of the resources found in planets or moons or other celestial bodies, this planet 
will eventually be destroyed & swallowed up by the expansion of the Sun, so we say to ourselves we 
shall not let the Sun play God upon our planet, we instead will decide the fate of this planet & it is 
possible for Evolutionary Swarm Robotics to mine, process & destroy this planet all while creating new 
habitats for humanity to exist either in this solar system or in foreign solar systems.

Planet earth is a metallic planet

Planet earth is mostly a bubble full of iron & other metals & of cause other elements, now we now that 
iron rusts on the surface of the earth, however it takes billions or maybe even trillions of years for iron 
based metals to rust in outer space & alloys are even more durable in outer space, thus the iron of the 
earth & the other metals will no doubt make very good spaceships & will serve as containers to hold all 
of the other elements of earth & lifeforms like ourselves & the other lifeforms on planet earth, the 
problem is mining & manufacturing the metals or alloys ? Enormous self replicating robotic machines 
will most likely do the job & the mined material will be converted could be converted  into a 
superfluid/ferrofluid or maybe even a gas, this superfluid/ferrofluid or gas will then be pumped into 
outer space via space syringes or space elevators which will be built all along the equator, space 
fountains or launch loops  could be built anywhere & they also can transport materials into outer space 
like the space elevators or hydrogen rockets. The metals will then be extracted from the 
superfluid/ferrofluid or gas that will be sent into orbit via the space syringes or space elevators, space 
fountains, launch loops & hydrogen rockets, these metals will be turned into alloys in outer space & 
thus spaceships, space stations, space habitats or death star like space stations will then be constructed 
in space, the death star is spherical & the interior of the death star looks like a onion cut in half with 
rotating torus's inside creating artificial gravity, the death star can orbit other celestial bodies or travel 
through space, it is debateable whether the death star should be very large or it should be small & many 
of them, that way if one death star fails their are others which can still operate. Remember the space 
station was called the death star because planet earth will be incinerated into oblivion & destroyed in 
approx 8 billion years time due to the Sun turning into a Red Giant, in approx 1 billion years time all 
life will be destroyed because of the resulting global warming due to to the sun expanding into a red 
giant, some say we might be able to still live on earth for approx 7 billion years, but we will have to 
live deep underground & at least half of the air & water will have to be pumped deep underground, the 
remaining half of the water & air of planet earth could  be pumped into outer space via the space 
syringes or space elevators which will be built all along the equator, (space fountains & launch loops 
could be built anywhere & hydrogen rockets could be launched from anywhere, this air & water 
transported into outer space will then be used in space habitats, spaceships, spacecraft or space tankers. 
Spaceships can then establish colonies on foreign celestial bodies & use nanobots which swarm into 
megabots to create human habitats for these colonies.



Instead of waging war & mental health advocates drugging to death one third of the world's population 
due to sustainability issues, send one third of the worlds population to foreign planets & moons.

Join up with AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries . . .

AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries would like to see a international cessation of the use of 
uranium & even thorium because these sorts of materials should be used for outer space colonization 
research. Instead of adopting nuclear energy AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries would like to 
see the world develop renewable energy. 

Robotic Biofuel cultivators . . .
Robotic Biomass cultivators . . .
Robotic Geothermal energy infrastructure construction . . .
Hydroelectricity expanded using robotic construction methods . . .
Robotic Solar energy infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Tidal power infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Wave power infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Wind power infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Osmotic power infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Marine current power infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Ocean thermal energy conversion infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Hydrogen extraction from the oceans . . .

Would You Please Consider A Job In Renewable Energy . . . 



Entire planet can be transformed into a interconnected grid of 
stationary spacecraft similar to the death star . . .

Our star, the sun, was born in the heavens about 4.5 billion years ago. Our sun is about 1/3 of the way 
through its expected life. Scientists are now predicting the following events during the remaining life of 
our star. In the next 1.1 billion years, its brightness will increase by 10%. This will super-heat our 
planet as a result of a severe greenhouse effect. All of the oceans on earth will boil away and all life 
will be destroyed. The Sun will eventually expand into a Red Giant & swallow up & incinerate this 
planet into oblivion in approx 8 billion years time.

So far we have discovered approx 2000 planets & hundreds of moons & it is possible for humanity to 
live on these many planets & moons. We have the technology to live on these planets & moons & 
create our very own ecosystems just like how we live on earth, we have the technology to migrate out 
into the cosmos, but firstly we have to get everybody on planet earth working towards the same goal, 
that goal of cause is outerspace colonization & we have to learn to start to apply the technology we 
have developed.

Entire planet can be transformed into a interconnected grid of 
stationary spacecraft similar to the death star . . .





Evolutionary Swarm Robotics . . .

Evolutionary Swarm Robotics is a concept where intelligent machines swarm & reproduce on mass & 
they are used to mine & process entire celestial bodies, usually planets or moons. Evolutionary Swarm 
Robotics can be used in conjunction with space elevators, space syringes, launch loops, space 
fountains, beam powered propulsion & hydrogen rockets by converting the planet or moon into a 
superfluid/ferrofluid or maybe a gas & then transporting this fluid into outerspace, this fluid is then 
used to construct fleets of massive space habitats & spacecraft in space

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQIMGV5vtd4

The outcome of such massive industrial process's using swarm robotics is a finally produced array of 
sophisticated spacecraft which serve as habitats for humanity, like a fleet of massive spaceships seen in 
science fiction movies.

The timescale of such activities depends upon what is programmed into the machines, for eg: Our star, 
the sun, was born in the heavens about 4.5 billion years ago. Our sun is about 1/3 of the way through its 
expected life. Scientists are now predicting the following events during the remaining life of our star, in 
the next 1.1 billion years, its brightness will increase by 10%. This will super-heat our planet as a result 
of a severe greenhouse effect. All of the oceans on earth will boil away and all life will be destroyed. 
The Sun will expand into a Red Giant & swallow & incinerate this planet into oblivion in approx 8 
billion years time. 

Therefore we can debate on the fact that we have 1 billion years to evacuate the planet & so we may 
have enough time to initiate & run evolutionary swarm robotics upon this planet, so as to create fleets 
of spacecraft which can orbit celestial bodies or travel through space.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQIMGV5vtd4


Basically Evolutionary Swarm Robotics are used to mine & process all of the resources found in 
planets or moons or other celestial bodies, this planet will eventually be destroyed & swallowed up by 
the expansion of the Sun, so we say to ourselves we shall not let the Sun play God upon our planet, we 
instead will decide the fate of this planet & it is possible for Evolutionary Swarm Robotics to mine, 
process & destroy this planet all while creating new habitats for humanity to exist either in this solar 
system or in foreign solar systems.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZfuierUvx1A

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZfuierUvx1A


Evolutionary swarm robotics basics . . .

In days gone by & still in these days & hopefully for many years into the future the demoscene has 
stamped its way into computer immortality. Using complex discrete mathamatics computer 
programmers are able to push the limits of computational power & produce awe inspiring display 
hacks.

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/demoscene-tv/id347046191?mt=8

What started out as abit of tinkering with computers by enthusiasts & hobbyists resulted in attaining 
government & corporate sponsorship, however has government & corporate sponsorship reduced the 
creativity of the demoscene ?

The demoscene was around before youtube or googlevid & even the internet.

What makes the Demoscene stand out from the rest is that computer generated music was blended with 
computer generated graphics. Three types of ppl make a demo work.

[1] coders
[2] graphicians
[3] musicians

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DcKR0OuQCG4

And these days many old demo group groupies now work with mathematicians, data miners, scientists 
& engineers to create EEA Exploratory Engineering Applications . . .

The Magical Seven These Days Comprise Of . . .

[1] coders
[2] graphicians
[3] musicians
[4] mathematicians
[5] data miners
[6] scientists
[7] engineers

EEA Exploratory Engineering Applications are still esoteric but do provide humanity a possible 
alternative reality apart from the traditional highway to hell.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b3GUfM7qkCw

Entire planet can be transformed into a interconnected grid of stationary 
spacecraft similar to the death star . . .

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b3GUfM7qkCw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DcKR0OuQCG4
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/demoscene-tv/id347046191?mt=8


Its possible that the interior of the Death Star could resemble a onion, 
with many torus's acting as floors, these torus's spin creating artificial 
gravity.



The interior of the Death Star resembles a onion, with many torus's 
acting as floors, these torus's spin creating artificial gravity.

The interior of the Death Star resembles a onion, with many torus's 
acting as floors, these torus's spin creating artificial gravity.



Inertial confinement nuclear fusion torus . . .

The above picture is a inertial confinement nuclear fusion Torus, did you know countless Torus's were 
designed & distributed on computers all round the world on homegrown pascal based star trek 
orientated zmodem capable BBS Bulletin Board Systems, this was a time when the gif file had not even 
been invented yet & their were WHQ, World Head Quarters & HQ Head Quarters, instead of your 
.coms which are present on the mainframe linux internet computer servers & clients of today. We still 
rely on the Suns life giving powers but we are now artificially producing the same energy systems 
which the Sun produces itself with devices which look like torus's, this is known as nuclear fusion.



We can cool the interior of the planet by pumping & circulating all of the air & water 
underground, geothermal energy will also help cool the interior of the planet, this will 
make it easier to transform planet earth into a interlocked metallic death star like space 
station made up of many smaller spacecraft all interconnected & stationary. The 
stationary spacecraft will remain on the now transformed (planet earth death star space 
station), all waiting to be separated from each other & take off into outerspace like lego 
which is separated. The entire planet transformed into a interconnected fleet of metallic 
stationary spacecraft, ready to take off at a moments notice. We can use mirrors to tunnel 
sunlight to the many underground torus onion floors of the interconnected stationary 
death like space station which was once known as planet earth.

A city suburb or town will be one spacecraft, interconnected to the 
remaining death star like space station . . .



A city suburb or town will be one spacecraft, interconnected to the remaining death star like space 
station. These spacecraft will have the potential to travel to other celestial bodies in our solar system & 
foreign solar systems by disconnecting themselves from each other like lego & taking off. All of the 
above will be made possible by unleashing evolutionary swarm robotics upon planet earth.

The death star can be covered in glass ! . . .

The death star, (once known as planet earth), does not have to be covered in steel, it can be covered in 
glass ! Theirs alot of silica on planet earth especially in the mantle, thus when all of the water, 
including ocean water & atmosphere is pumped underground & we use geothermal energy as our 
primary energy resource, the interior of the planet will cool quickly & we can cover the surface our 
newly modified surface of planet earth with a sheet of very thick glass, that way we can still use 
sunlight & not rely on artificial lighting, we will have 24 hour sunlight when the rays of the sun pass 
through light tubes & mirrors all throughout the death star like space station, this could give us at least 
7 billion years to play around with & after 7 billion years we will have to dislodge the interconnected 
grid of spacecraft capsules from the death star like spacestation so as to travel to other celestial bodies.
Planet earth is mostly a bubble full of iron & other metals & of cause other elements, now we now that 
iron rusts on the surface of the earth, however it takes billions or maybe even trillions of years for iron 
based metals to rust in outerspace & alloys are even more durable in outerspace, thus the iron of the 
earth & the other metals will no doubt make very good spaceships & will serve as containers to hold all 
of the other elements of earth & lifeforms like ourselves & the other lifeforms on planet earth, the 
problem is mining & manufacturing the metals or alloys ? Enormous self replicating robotic machines 
will most likely do the job 



White House petition about constructing a death star . . .

In 2012, a proposal on the White House's web site urging the United States government to build a real 
Death Star as an economic stimulus and job creation measure gained more than 25,000 signatures, 
enough to qualify for an official response. The official response was released in January 2013 and 
noted that the cost of building a real Death Star has been estimated at $852 quadrillion and, at current 
rates of steel production, would not be ready for more than 833,000 years. The response also noted that 
"the Administration does not support blowing up planets or destroying planets to make a super space 
station or fleets of spacecraft using swarm robotics".

Our primary goal now is Renewable Energy Infrastructure Construction 

The following basic outline of renewable energy technology has already been put into use & note each 
of the following can be broken up into many forms of different technology.

Biofuel
Biomass
Geothermal
Hydroelectricity
Solar energy
Tidal power
Wave power
Wind power
Osmotic power
Marine current power
Ocean thermal energy conversion
Hydrogen extraction from the Oceans

Swarms of self replicating robotic machines can use technologies like google earth to travel all over the 
continents constructing Renewable Energy Infrastructure both on land & at sea.

Robotic Biofuel cultivators . . .
Robotic Biomass cultivators . . .
Robotic Geothermal energy infrastructure construction . . .
Hydroelectricity expanded using robotic construction methods . . .
Robotic Solar energy infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Tidal power infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Wave power infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Wind power infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Osmotic power infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Marine current power infrastructure construction . .. 
Robotic Ocean thermal energy conversion infrastructure construction . . 

Robotic Hydrogen extraction from the oceans . . .

Our first pilot project will be to convert the Australian desert into a solar thermal power station using 
swarm robotics, heliostats & solar power towers that use molten salt technology.

http://cleantechnica.com/2013/08/02/radically-new-technique-to-produce-hydrogen-fuel-from-water-
developed/

http://cleantechnica.com/2013/08/02/radically-new-technique-to-produce-hydrogen-fuel-from-water-developed/
http://cleantechnica.com/2013/08/02/radically-new-technique-to-produce-hydrogen-fuel-from-water-developed/


Note all of the above is just one of our options, there may be options available to us, however if the 
above is proven to be our number one option then we must commence work on this project as soon as 
possible. See other links below for alternative options.

AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries . . .

https://soundcloud.com/mantra-1-1/australien-universal-space

Remember Lucifer was a AUSI & he can save humanity from burning in hell so better still join up with 
AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries. AUSI, AUSI, AUSI.[

AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries . . .

Humanity has to implement certain strategies now to prevent humanities extinction. 

If certain strategies are not implemented now humanity will become extinct in the 
future, let us start to implement the right strategies now to prevent humanities 
extinction.

Join up with AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries . . .

http://www.google.com/moon/

http://www.google.com/mars/

http://www.google.com/mars/
http://www.google.com/moon/
https://soundcloud.com/mantra-1-1/australien-universal-space


Join up with AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries . . .

Thinking of going to another planet or moon ?

Perhaps you should travel  to one of these launch sites & take off in a 
spacecraft . . .

Join up with AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries.

Lets build colony ships & leave this God forsaken planet !



If we can build the International space station, then we can also 
build colony ships to travel to other planets & moons & leave this 
God forsaken planet.

The time is coming for humanity to colonize outer space.



Its amazing what robots can build, remember robots will build & manage 
everything in the future & humans will control & design the robots with 
computers & these robots will build the infrastructure needed to colonize 
outer space.



Robots can build spacecraft.

Remember robots will build & manage everything in the future & humans 
will control & design the robots with computers & these robots will build 
the infrastructure needed to colonize outer space.



TIME SCALE OF REVOLUTIONS

[1] The first revolution was the Agricultural Revolution, this involved land clearing 
& then raising animals & growing crops.



[2] The second revolution was the industrial revolution, this involved using 
machines to manufacture all types of goods & do many types of work.



[3] The third revolution was the renewable energy revolution, this involved using 
clean forms of energy that did not rely on fossil fuels or nuclear power.

Biofuel
Biomass
Geothermal
Hydroelectricity
Solar energy
Tidal power
Wave power
Wind power
Osmotic power
Marine current power
Ocean thermal energy conversion
Hydrogen from the Oceans

[4] The fourth revolution was the robotic revolution, this involved using computers, 
computer programs & robots to do all kinds of work all over the world.



[5] The fifth revolution was the space colonization revolution, this involved using 
computers, computer programs, robots, hydrogen rockets & non-rocket space 
launch to build infrastructure in outer space that will enable humanity to colonize 
other planets & moons in our solar system & possibly in foreign solar systems as 
well.

So you can see there is five revolutions at work. What revolution will you devote
your time to ?

 . . .TIME SCALE OF REVOLUTIONS . . .



Below is a list of AUSI's long term space goals . . .

[1] Expand the construction of renewable energy infrastructure all round the world.

Robotic Biofuel cultivators . . .
Robotic Biomass cultivators . . .
Robotic Geothermal energy infrastructure construction . . .
Hydroelectricity expanded using robotic construction methods . . .
Robotic Solar energy infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Tidal power infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Wave power infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Wind power infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Osmotic power infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Marine current power infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Ocean thermal energy conversion infrastructure construction . . .
Robotic Hydrogen extraction from the oceans . . .

[2] Build approx 200,000 to 400,000 space elevators all along the equator.

[3] Build space fountains & launch loops all over the planet.

[4] Experiment with laser or maser beam powered propulsion.

[5] Use robots to build & launch massive hydrogen rockets from all round the world.

[6] Build a large network of solar satellites, otherwise known as space based solar 
power stations

[7] Build massive fleets of spacecraft & space tankers along with a network of space 
habitats in space.

[8] Build space elevators on the moon & on Mars.

[9] Transport half of all of the air, water & soil on earth into space for use in space 
habitats, spacetankers & spacecraft.

[10] Transport the other remaining half of all of the air, water & soil of planet earth 
underground & expand geothermal energy.

[11] Cover as much of the planet as possible with sheets of thick durable tintable glass.

[12] Construct special underground habitats & above ground habitats on the earth, the 
moon & on Mars.

[13] Send robots to approx 1000 planets & moons that have been discovered in our 
milky way galaxy, these robots will explore the planets & moons & create infrastructure 
which will sustain humanity.



[14] Transport people, air, water, elements, compounds & lifeforms to approx 1000 
planets & moons that have been discovered in our milky way galaxy.

[15] Mine, process & destroy the rest of planet earth & out of the destruction will be 
furnished a network of space habitats & spacecraft & space tankers, this will be 
achieved by utilizing swarm robotics.

Note the above works may not necessarily be done in the above mentioned order.

[EOF] End Of File . . .



Here is a picture of Saint George, otherwise known as Georgie Porgie, 
George Carrot, Gabriels Lucifer, aka Bindigoat. Saint George is pictured 
wearing glasses while riding his Dads donkey.

AUSI, AUSI, AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries.
http://space-technology.freeforums.net/thread/1/welcome-new-forum

The Arch Angel Gabriel found a trumpet in the street in the year (666 x 3), 
1998, otherwise known as the end of the fifth Sun & the beginning of the 
sixth Sun, for this was when the Sun began to expand into a Red Giant.

http://space-technology.freeforums.net/thread/1/welcome-new-forum

